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MLE in the News

· Language Key in Delivering AIDS message - China Daily; 1 Mar. 2011
· Seems the Brits never left - The Business Times; 18 Feb. 2011
· Education in mother tongue showing some signs of promise - República; 9 Feb. 2011
· What the MTL review aims to achieve - The Straits Times; 20 Jan. 2011
· South Africa's Languages: Tongues under threat - English is dangerously dominant - The Economist; 20 Jan. 2011
· Seven questions for K. David Harrison - The Economist; 23 Nov. 2010
· Shanghai Struggles to save disappearing language - CNN International; 22 Nov. 2010

Resources

· The International Conference on Language, Education and the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), 2011
· Getting ready for school in the Chittagong Hill Tracts: A comparative analysis of mother-tongue – and national-language-based preschools in Adivasi communities by Gowri Vijayakumar
· Starting Where the Children Are by Ricardo MA. Duran Nolasco, Francisco Andes Datar, Arnold Molina Azurin
· Remembering Minorities in Climate Action by James S. Pender - Tiempo Climate Newswatch
· Reflecting language diversity in children’s schooling: moving from ‘Why multilingual education’ to ‘How?’ by Helen Pinnock
· Can you understand the words I utter? by Zubair Torwali
· Online Journal - "Multilingual Education"
Past & Upcoming Events

- National Association for Bilingual Education. “Celebrating 40 years of Education Excellence in Reforming, Renewing and Achieving Equity through Bilingual Education and Biliteracy for All.”, U.S.A.; 16-18 February 2011

- International Mother Language Day, 21 February 2011

- SEAMEO - World Bank Project on Mother Tongue, Phase 2 Enhancing Awareness and Building the Capacity of SEAMEO in Establishing Mother tongue-based Multilingual Education (MLE) Programs, Thailand; 24 February 2011


- MTBMLE Summer Seminar-Workshop, The Philippines.; 4-15 April 2011

- Asia MLE WG Meeting, Thailand; 5 April 2011


We Need Your Help!

Currently, MLE WG is doing MLE Mapping Exercise in the Asia-Pacific region to document key issues, actors and activities shaping the context for ethnolinguistic communities. Please fill out the MLE Mapping questionnaire on the bottom and return to MLE WG Secretariat. >>Download MLE Mapping Exercise Questionnaire

Welcome MLE Updates

If you know of other resources, conferences, or news items of relevance to multilingual education in Asia or around the world, please send a note to the MLE WG secretariat to k.bang@unesco.org.

Website: http://www.unescobkk.org/education/multilingual-education/

UNESCO Asia and Pacific Regional Bureau for Education, 920 Sukhumvit Road, Prakanong, Bangkok 10110, Thailand

Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in the documents included in this newsletter are those of the authors and editors and do not necessarily reflect the policies or views of UNESCO, nor of any particular Division or Office. All rights to the resources included in this guide remain with their respective copyright owners, as indicated for each resource.